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IF YOU'RE A MAN,G-RANPA-HOW GOm THEY C-Ay.t.1, YOU
FOY ?

"The &moth's hekeise4.44 Wesithe

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THI TRI-STATII ARIA
Offies, 234 South Wstlieetest —

•

$4397

There are two (2) important gone. Then they looked for a way
things to remember in evaluating of escape, but they always took
people. (1) Make room for their in the wrong direction. Instead of
mistakes and (2) make room for looking down at the large bole
their wanderings,
through which they entered the
'There are no human beings who coop, they tried to escape through
Stipulation rotes: Ono you, $it sis liteetits. $3.00. (2.4•01 epeeist
witbsenetiee rote, II*.
have not made mistakes. T h e the small holes level with their
The Tr14tete Oefeeder Dees Nes Tete Ressmsesibilits lee
more one tries to do something heads or above their heads.
Usselkited Meesweripts ise Photos.
in life the more mistakes he 'This is a true picture of life.
Published here Thursday be the TrI4tsite Defied., Piiiihattles
makes. The greater the distance Men who are caught in the trap
Co. Wane tse Seesei•
one travels through unfamiliar of their mistakes and wanderings
Clete Metter it the Memeth Put ON.. Merck 20. 1532, Under Au t et Merit 2,
MO.
territory the more often the op- always look for a smaller way
portunities for taking the wrong out — a higher way — a inure
path. Failure to overlook errors accepted way out.
in others, also failure to make
THE BIG DESIRE
allowances for the wanderings of The desire
to be accepted and
others places them in a corner, the
desire to amend have stimuWhen one is placed in a corner, lating and
soothing effects upon
they too often look in the wror..; individuals
regardless to their erdirection for an escape,
rors or wanderings. To be acceptLACK OF %AMON
ed in spite of these errors humbles
As
boy. I was a trapper. them to the point where they feel
A lot of Ili %re prone to think that cer- displays of bad manners. And elderly gen- Among athe
many wild things, we that they have companions
f:tn behavior patt.,rr..5 are characteristic of tleman sadly commented that he had been trapped were turkeys. The way fore, are willing to sloop, there.
and
another. "1 hat's just like the Irish," they a member for more than 37 years, but this we caught wild turkeys was by squeeze out of their traps through
baiting a
strong coop with the same hole they entered
sly or "lhat's so colored" and the "Japan- was the first time he came close to being corn. We large
had an opening in the
It is like walking in the dark.
ashamed of his affiliation.
ese would never do that."
coop at ground level large enough Alone, afraid. The more company
We recall reading about an epidemic of for
only one turkey to squeeze into you have the happier.
Let a ruckus develop in a church which switch blade
knifing among a gang of white the coop at a time. After
placing
When one
splits it into warring factions with squad youths,
that there are
a custom heretofore exclusively a pile of corn in the center of none perfect,realizes
even himself, he is
cars screaming to the scene and immedi- reserved
(mistakenly) to Negroes and Mexi- the coop, we would make a trail of in a better position to overlook
ately, some of us would say, "Colored peo- cans.
corn from the pile of corn imperfections in others. It is all
ple are always breaking up churches."
The other day at Comiskey Park at the through the opening in the coop in the mind. To take such a menWell, in Omaha, Nebraska, last week, height of the
leading far away from the bushes tal position, one is in the spirit
the Congregationalists, who are considered Sox trouncing excitement over the White which hid the baited coop,
of forgiveness.
the
invincible
Yanks, there The turkeys would come across Forgivenes
to be among the most sedate and dignified was a
s is the greatest also
boisterous outbreak of unruly beha- this trail of corn and
eat their the best
denominations in America and who are pre- vior when
for short
fans, mostly white, swarmed on- way into the coop. They paid no comings room-maker
and wanderings within
dominantly white in membership. demon- to the fields
between innings to congratu- attention to the coop nor the open- the power of man. 1S- hen you make
strated that when raw tempers flere, dig- late the
players
and create utter confusion. ing through which they entered, more room for your own short
nity departs, and it does not depend upon
And for sheer bawdiness, we have never They only realized they were comings. you over look the shortcolor or ethnic grouping.
trapped when all the corn was comings of others.
seen anything to surpass the ridiculous
JOHN H. SINGSTACKI, Publisher
• L ALEX WILSON, General Mgr.
MOSES .1. NEWSON, Act.ng Managing Editor
ARETTA J. POLK, Cieculetiste Manager
(VANS L CLIhttell, Agoutis./ itibutspot

Our Opinions

People Are People

11F,

At their general assembly, there was
sharp division over the question of merging
with Evangelical and Reformed Churches of
America. So heated did the issue become
that to keep it from corning to a vote, the
opponents of merger instituted a 12-hour
filibuster, demanding a ihoh-evathon reading
of the minutes of all sessions for two years.
There were catcalls and boos and jeers
and commands to "shut up" and various
•
other undignified and un-Christian like

antics of some elderly women in the Trumbull
Park district who had to be carried off
kicking and screaming by policemen from
harassing Negro residents there.
All of which adds up to the fact that
the human race can be very bratty at times
and it takes an awful lot of culture, patience, and good will to make people behave
and live in peace and brotherly love - no
In Negro life, a man's
matter whether they came from County
in civic life frequently
Clare, Irleand, or Tupelo, Miss.
much more prestige and

ilf

(..w.
()Ow.

NAACP Legal
Educohonni Fund Int
107 W 43od Si,,.,
N. vv Yr+.1 -46 N
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RACE RELATIONS
INCOGNITO

OININNIBENNOR

You May Not Agree With Me

position
county officials, about iz of
carries them, called a private. off-the'
STOP Liking all those patent just talk, get acquainted with ish pants or British shorts' They
importrecord conference to plan strate•
medicines
from the drug store, your family and friends again, ought to be declared un-American
aisce than his every day job
gy,
on, some people.
i.would indicate.
They met in a lavish suite of drink more water, get more fresh PRAY for Floyd Patterson so
STOP tuning up the baseball
air,
drinking
stop
that
much
ticker,
so
gets
when
to
he
world's
be
rooms in the city's leading hoOne of the best, if not one of
game
so loud on the radio that
stop
heavyweigh
harboring
thoughts
evil
—
champion
t
At Atlantic City, last week where the The moderate
he won't
tel and addressed themselves
s (those who want to tuck the most amusing incidents il- to
all the neighbors in the block can
and
I'll
you'll
bet
feel
better.
end
like
colorup
many
other
so
problem
the
*hile
three
lustrative
of
the
occurred
of
this
not
governors of the states and territories were all issues under the rug) led
hear it. Some folks might want
by Adlai E. long ago in a hotel in a large best waiters and a captain gorgJOIN the NAACP right now. And ed champions behind the finan.
holding their annual get-together, the Dem- Stevenson, are knocking themselve
to
. take a nap or listen to someeight
cial
ball,
owing
the
governif you have aay money left over,
ed them with food and drink.
southern city.
s
and having to thing else: Have a little audible
ocrats got a painful pre-view of what is convincing themselves that they can out
income
tax,
ment
join
Urban
the
League.
And
if
of
alcoholic courage, one
Full
come
After being dormant for a
considerati
le
on for others, kindly
shaping up to be a hot time in Chicago, up with a plank on civil rights that
particularly belligerent official you still have a few dollars, send stage sad come-back bouts after
number of years, the local
will
prime
his
order
in
earn
enough
to
them to Rev. Martin Luther King,
be palatable to the South and yet
come August 6.
accepta- branch of the NAACP suddenly decided there 1%.1S only one way•
live. Pray for that young boy, PATRONIZE colored shops as
That's when the platform committee of ble to Negroes. At least, we can appreciate came to life about five years ago to "put those ilamm Nigras in Dexter Avenue Baptist church, to
that
he will have honest manag- much as you can even if they
Alabama,
Montgomer
those
for
y.
the party will meet to hammer out some the honesty of Gov. Timmerman when he and began campaigning for this, their places."
smart lawyers, and good don't always have everything you
walking
pools
car
and
workers
ensthat
and
the
other.
Swinging
chair.
arou-ad
his
in
planks or paste up some splinters, one of pronounced this as so much marlarkey. In
row bus. common sense while luck and want. If they can do enough busiwho
o
ride
on't
the
C
Jim
he faced the headwaiter a n d
The spark of the organization
the two. But back to the Jersey seaside re- other words, the Democratic party will
youth are still with him, and that ness eventually they'll have everyes anymore.
asked:
was one man who suddenly
he will be a fine clean champion thing just like the big million dolsort and the state chief executives: It have to decide whether it will serve God emerged
STOP
carrying
a
chip
on
your
from oblivion and cap"Do you know this Sam Jones,
like Joe Louis, also that he will tar chain stores have. And we'll
seems that after Michigan's G. Mennen or Mammon.
tured the presidency of the orthe Nigger who heads up t h • shoulder for all white folks. Lots pay his income tax as lie goes be a wealthier race with businesses
The
of white people don't mean you
South says it's coming to Chicago ganization and injected into it a NAACP."
Williams, who has, in our books, been most
any harm. But carry two chips on along — so nobody can take it of our own to be proud of. But
sincere and forthright on civil rights, had to teach the platform-makers a lesson—. militancy hitherto unknown.
"Yessir," the waiter replied.
depends on you.
both shoulders for those who would out on his kids twenty years from it all
But he did not blossom into
spoken out in favor of an unequivocal and it isn't yielding in its demands that
"I'd like to get my hands on still keep you out
MAKE
a will before you get
schools,
oldw•
strong plank, he was half-heartedly join- there will be no endorsement of the Su- full citywide prominence until him. He's a troublemaker. just crowded in ghettos, of crowded"
FORGIVE Nat King Cole. After enough to die, please. If you have
jim
the
United
States
Court
Supreme
makes it hard for you people and
ed by some weaker Northerns who spoke preme Court decision in the school cases
segregated from now until gra- all, anybody can make a mistake a small pot. .to leave somebody .
in 1954 outlawed Jim Crow in the
all the rest of us. Ile oughta be
or any other nonsense about
with eyes in two directions--one North
and segregated from now until gra- once. If you'd have gotten shaken put it in writing, so all the relaequal rights public schools.
and for all
lynched."
men, etc., etc.
one South.
At his insistence, the local
START buying colored books, up like he did in Birmingham, tives won't be fighting over the
The waiter just smiled. Only
Well,
you might have said the wrong pot after you are gone, disgracing
we
got
NAACP
news
attorney Immediately
too. We're not yieldEnter George Bell Timmerman of South
he and the other waiters knew and colored dolls and some . good things,
too. Give the guy a break. themselves and your memory.
colored concert records like those
Carolina, a bigot who has been going ing either, and if there's any pussyfoot- filed suit against the school that he was Sam Jones.
don t die, please, and leave . a
board
ing
compliance
for
the
with
Roland
of
Ilayes
and
done,
we
Dorothy HAVE enough race pride to
intend to go tell it on the
around in recent weeks knocking on
house and lot for everybody kin
doors
Supreme
Court
edict.
5laynor and Marian Anderson for watch your language in pulaic,
mountains, over the hills and
in the sunny South with a salesman'
to you to claim. Make a will and
everywhere
But even while that was pends that the party which
your children so they won't think if not for your own sake, for your
give it to the folks you name.
claims to be the cham- ing, he aimed his guns in other 111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 everything nice, pretty and cut- mothers,
portfolio on the prospect of a third
or
You'll save posterity so many
States Rights party. It seems that the re- pion of the common man has sold us directions. The county commis(oral is white. Start buying them
short.
STOP
wearing
headaches.
toreador
pants,
We
mean
just
sioners
that.
sponse to his proferred wares has been
were haled into court to
now. Don't wait until Christmas.
if you're a woman, or Bermuda
PAY no attention to any of this
Those who persist in the fanciful
answer
demandNAACP
an
suit
somewhat lukewarm.
STOP playing so many minibers shorts, if you're a man, if you are advice if none applies to you.
I
that the Negro vote is in the bag, dream ing that Negroes be permitted to
every day. Just play a few, and already funny-looking to begin know you don't throw garbage out
may as use a beautiful park that had
Nevertheless, Timmerman's sarcastic well wake up
now
change
rest
of
and
the
put
in
that
learn the facts of long been the favorite picnic
with, knock-kneed; bowlegged, big the window or lighted cigarettes
and tart rejoinder to the proposal for
a life. We can walk and we don't
your piggy bank and by I h e haunched or otherwise out of or bottles in the street, so I won't
rights platform was "That's a lotta malar- And
mind it. grounds for families and organiend of the year you can pay your- shape. If you're well-shaped, sure, even mention those things. Any'
unless the party uses the same
key." This is reported to have thrown
hard zations if they were white.
self a hit from your own bank, wear them. But why attract un- how, let's not do them. If you
common
Expressing
a
support
his
sense
of
a
that
Harry
The Negroes were not even
Truman did in
cold pall of fear over the rest of the
non-bias rider to the school conTURN off the television or radio due attention unnecessarily
Dem- 1948 when he told the South to go to
a don't, I won't either. Set me a
ocrats who want to have their cake
you granted a special day. The N %- struction bill, a Mississippi once in a while when everybody sprung, underslung, over ortoungood example, please. I need your
and
ACP
president
wanted
know—wh
racial
all
ere—the
n
it's sorry boys. it's
eat it too—the cake being the solid
teacher writes the following:
Is home and just converse a little, der sized body by wearing Span- help to do right myself.
restrictions lifted.
South. been nice knowing you, but we just
left!
The recreation commission
"I don't know how much monbad to consult the city attorney
ey is involved, but in our counabout a suit filed against it rety 62 per cent of the people
quiring the removal of racial
are Negroes and there's only one
bars at the municipal golf.
Negro high school and five for
course, and the several citywhites, Ours has five classrooms
owned swimming pools.
and
outside toilets, that's all.
ons. Not all persons who go to
From Accra, Africa
The small school boys have just
After a while, it seemed to The white schools are all largprison are truly guilty, but are found and shown
me
the so-called harried city and county officials
er, have gyms and auditoriums,
Dear Editor: Greetings and best quite innocent when the whole lavender
tree from which they that every way they turned they inside plumbing a
nd
plaswishes. In spite of human frailty. matter and causes are consider- make African perfume. The
tree is were confronted with a suit, a
grounds. Some of our students
ed, The story of the Good Thief most fragrant.
we missionary priests, Brothers
They've, put a petition, a delegation or a rs,otrasel 50 miles a day by bus."
The new president of the Nation- The fine fellowship and the stirs everyone in the community
related in the Bible tells us thst small branch with
leaves into a lution from the NAACP.
and Sisters are happy in our work Christ
Newspaper Publishers Associa- bright face of Pittsburgh which and inspires the city fathers. They
al
is a Friend to the down- gill of water and now the
whole
In desperation, top city and Ill111111lillIgl1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111114 tion is T. C. Jervay of the Jourand trying as best we can to ex- and-out. Christ Himself was a exhales
has been washed clean and spark- call it a renaissance a new birth.
a perfect sweet odor. Botnal in Wilmington, North Carolina
The dirty smokey Pittsburgh of
tend God's kingdom. As elsewhere prisoner. Saints Peter and Paul anists would marvel at the beau. /.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111(1111111111111111ifilleelleellin1
ling could not wholly conceal
1111111n11111111111111111141111111
a decade ago no longer exists.
and next in line is the new vicein the world in the rush of much were prisoners. Perhaps, w h o ty and grandeur of West Africa's
president Beverly Carter of the the note of apprehension and anxiknows, we, too, may be prisoners God-made trees and
From my hotel window I watchforests. Some
work we are asked to exercise paety in the Pittsburgh air. Lurk- ed long barges glide
Pittsburgh Courier.
one day. 'I was in prison and you of the missionaries
down the
beautify
the
tience.
ing in the shadows seas the dark broad beautiful
visited me.'
Monongahela RivThey were elected at the 18th
mission property with this rich
spectre
steal
of
a
strike.
big
There
Recently we priests have been
er. On the far side special trolleys
annual convention of NNPA which
variety of trees and flowers.
was a stalemate in the negotiations called the "Incline"
making the round of visits in
crawled up
was held last week in Pittsburgh
I feel quite troublesome to conthe hospitals. To care for the
with the Courier brass spreading and all the dailies speculated that the face of a mountain and at the
tinue begging you for funds to
strike
the
seemed
certain.
spiritual needs of the sick is an
foot along the river's edge milethe welcome mat Mrs. Robert L.
build a primary school for poor
apostolate in itself. Many times
I heard a commentator on one long freight trains prssed each
Vann and Mr. Carter of the Courchildren at Addah-Foah mission
when a man is seriously sick in
ier were not only gracious hosts of the TV stations interviewing other over a network of rails that
where they may receive a Chrisbody he thinks deeply about the
hut they got the big shots of Pitts- housewives and he asked them gleamed in the sunlight_ The roar
tian education, but surely you uncondition of his soul and his whole
their opinion of the question of these trains and the eerie whine
burgh into the act also.
derstand
the
whole
matter.
You
makeup is sensitive or responsive
of the locomotive and boat whistUnited States Steel, Jones and "Would there be a strike?" "What
rosy inclose a monetary check or
to deeds of true kindness and
Laughlin Steel Co., If. .1. Heinz do you think about it?" The ans- les seemed never to stop and I
American dollar or money bills
Christian charity on the part of
company: and Pittsburgh Plate wers all seemed alike. They felt heard them far into the night.
in a carefully sealed 25 cents air
others. It was just reported to me
I could appreciate the pride
Glass Company produced lavish the strike was coming and they
envelope
mail
stamped
and
it
will
this morning that a young Cathoalso
felt
that
there
would
of
t he people in cleaning up and
be
great
luncheons
etc.
dinners
affairs
reach
within
me
three
days. An
lic school boy, 11 years old, has
WASHINGTON — Howard Uni- eight-cents stamped envelope
The Pittsburgh Press club turned hardships. Nsane ,however, seemed putting Sunday clothes on this
will
died. He was afflicted with a tumor versity field agent Lawrence A.
over its headquarters in the Sher- to take the side of the corpora- sprawling industrial giant. They
reach me by ordinary boat mail
on the brain. The hospitals do Hill will begin a month-long tour
wyn Hotel to the visiting firemen tions. Perhaps they were afraid still make steel and the factories
in
six
more
weeks.
or
Should
you
not have the facilities to perform of the midwest in quest of conpour out hard goods around the
and Joseph Shuman of the Pitts- of their husbands.
sinceresuch an otterttion here. This lad tributions for the University's send some donation I am
burgh Post-Gazette, who is presi- Whatever differences there may clock but now they have a care
thankful to you and will use
ly
was quite resigned to his suffer- scholarship and student loan fund,
dent of the Club was on hand to he among the people in Pittsburgh for culture and the. finer things of
every penny to buy necessary
ing and received his God most de- beginning Friday, June 29.
make everyone happy.
building materials.
over the merits of the steel man- life. Work, they have learned. is
voutly in Holy Communion, We
Never have publishers of the Ne- agement side of the labor union a means to an end and the end
Pray for us. God protect and
Hill's
tour
will
Louisbegin
at
have a number of good Catholics
gro newspapers been received side, there is one area of common is the good life in a good place
suffering illness in the hospitals ville and end at Pittsburgh July bless you.
more cordially by se many im• ground wherein all classes and among good people.
During
29.
period
that
expects
he
Yours in Christ,
to whom we administer spiritportant institutions and personali- kinds of citizens seem to stand
to contact some 2,000 Howard gradThe Pittsburgh renaissance has
Washington
Father
,
daily.
tual care
uates in that area. Other cities
ties in a convention city. Mayor shoulder-to-shoulder in great ac- touched the area of race relations
Mission,
Catholic
0.
P.
1 We have been in the local pris- he pips to visit include IndianDavid L. Lawrence of Pittsburgh cord. Everyone seems to think that too and no on: speaks of racial
gave us a grand welcome at the next to heaven the best place bitterness nor of racial violence.
apolis, St. Imuis, Chicago, Detroit, Box 1747, Accra, Gold Coast.
annual dinner and everywhere to live is in Pittsburgh.
and Cleveland. He will be in ChiThey are working on the racial
problems, it seems, with the same
you turned there was another
cago from July 10 to July 16.
Moving From South?
Except
perhaps
in
the
state of spirit they have shown in other
hand of some vice president of a
This will be the second trip for
Words of the Wise
Texas you will not find a great- areas
great corporation to shake.
and the future is promisPeople are always blaming Hill since he assumed the role of DEAR EDITOR. If anyone In
I was particularly impressed er group of hometown boosters ing.
their circumstances for what Howard's chief fund-raiser in No- the South would like to come to
than
in
the
erstwhile
"Smokey
Illinois
sacrifice
to
live, I will
my
with the goodwill extended by our
they are. I don't believe In cir- vember. During the spring he
I know some of the great cities
white colleagues in Pittsburgh, in- City." Everyone you meet, from of America well and I have
cumstances. The people who worked with Howard alumni in five room house with 3-4 acres
lived
get cm In this world are the the New York City North Jersey lot which is only four years old.
cluding Managing Editor Charles the taxi-driver to the corporation in three. They have characters
president
seems
tell
impelled
to
just
is
It
a short distance from
people who get up and look for area.
E. Person of the Pittsburgh Press
and personalities like individuals.
Cairo, Illinois, It is really worth
the circumstances they want,
Managing Editor J. Alex Zehner you about the great changes that Some are arrogant and cold, some
James M. NabAccording
Dr,
to
and if they can't find thent,
$3,500 but I will let any colored
of the Sun-Telegraph and Mr. Shu- have been wricight in the city and warm, some friendly. Although
rit, jr., director of public rela- person
make them
have the entire place. furman of the Post-Gazette. They the even greater changes that are my visit was short, I am willing to
—(George Bernard Shaw) tions at Howard. Hill's tours are niture
genuinely glad to have us to come.
seemed
all,
and
bet that in days to come that
for only $2,500 necessitated by the inadequacy
INMEM
around
they laughed just as
and
Every native who addressed everyone will rank among the
of the university's student aid John 0, Baker, Rt. 1, Box 35-A,
"And please Lord, make Norman stop picking on me! hard at
our lies as we did at our convention bezan hy corn- most pleasant, the hard working
fund.
Cairo, Ill.
I think I've mentioned this to You before."
Weirs.
meriting on the new spirit that city of Pittsburgh.

No Malarkey About Rights

Here's How School
Funds Are Divided
In Miss. County

("What The People Say

01P4E--a/nd

SO WHAT?

Seek Funds
For Howard
University

•

•
JUNE . .

that fabulous month of brides,
found the brides of today and the brides of
many Junes ago joyously living or reliving
with their mates the wonder's of their wedding

AND a radiance shone upon the faces of all,
whether the marriage was minutes or scores
of years old.
,

•
• MAURICE CADENHEAD middle -aisles it

'r
'

4

1$

if

f
,

0

•

•

•
• E. E. FREDERICK admires hts new bride, Helen Burleson as she reposes on lawn.

lei

WEDDING GIFT claims attention of newlywed Joyce Tinsley and Connie Cagle.

• HOLDING HANDS after 40 happy year are Dr. and Mrs. T. Manuel "Smith at anniversary fete,
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Round-Up At Bible School, Masonic Lodge

•

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
AT ST. JOHN BAPTIST —
195 boys and girls and 30
staff members are shown at

the dose of the 1956 session
held June 11-22 at the church,
640 Vance ave. Daily activities included Bible study, art,

GRANDMASTER VISITS
s,
Rev. Charles F. Will
Most Worshipful grandmaster,

••

handicraft, music and recreation. Refreshments were
daily. Workers and servstaff
d
members included Miss Mary

F.dcA.M. Prince Hall Affilla
tion, jurisdiction of Tennessee,
(shown center) made his offl-

F. Cotton, principal; Mrs. H.
B. Craigen, asst. principal;
Mrs. Joy T. Bell, secretary;
Miss Annie Pruitt, assistant

dal visit to the Nelson McGavock Lodge 14 last week in
Memphis. He is shown here

secretary; Mesdames Gerrie
Gossett, Ola Lee Willette, Sadie Block Jones, Emma Johnson, Bertha Menley, S. Ray•

with members and officers of
the group. The lodge is one of
the largest in the state. Paul

nor, M. Reed. Leatha A.
Simms, Mildred Turner, Lydia
B. Robinson, Ida M. Bailey,
Katherine Fields, Josie N.

Redditt is Worshipful master;
Thomas Spencer, at., senior
warden; Joseph Thomas, jun-

Cobb, Misses Betty Williams,
Claudia Palmer, Barbara Bai•
Icy, Claree Avant, Alice Morgan, Sallie Williams, Juanita

for warden; Ike Addis° n,
treasurer and George H. Bartlett, secretary. Other visiting

Varnado, and Frank 3. Ulu
is. Rev. A. Mcliwen Williams
is pastor.

•

officers were present for the
annual meeting. (Withers photo)

Dr. George Mitchell, executive di•
rector of the Southern Regions!
Council, and problems of fate•
gration in labor were presented
by Emanual Muravchik of t h e
Jewish Labor Council, along with
Herbert Hill, labor expert of the
NAACP.
Sessions of the Institute were
publisher of Life and Time maga-', idor Chein, social psychologist and open to
the public at Park Hall
zines; Dr. Davis McEntire, re- professor at New York university,
on the Fisk University Campus.
search director of the Commission!Discussions on special issues
on Race and Housing; and Dr. Is- facing the South were headed by
•

Desegregation Is Theme Of Fisk Confab
Race Institute
Ends July 4th
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A call tol Christian motive and our survival
"Statesmanship in National Cris- as a unified and strong nation,"
the Institute
is" and the moral challenge of Dr. Long said that
desegregation has brought togeth- program is being conducted by Dr.
the naer leaders of church, labor, indus- Charles S. Johnson, one of
scientists
social
outstanding
tion's
Anthe
13th
education
at
try and
university.
nual Race Relations Institute at and President of Fisk
Fisk university, involving 130 na- JOINTLY SPONSORED
tional and local leaders from 33
The Institute is jointly sponsorstates.
ed by the Race Relations DepartDr. Herman H. Long, director ment of the Congregational Board
of the race relations program for of Home Missions and Fisk unithe Congregational Christian versity, and it involves representChurches, Board of Home Mis- atives from other church bodies
sions, announced that the Institute and intergroup relations agencies,
which opened July 2 and closes North and South.
July 14, has attracted top governA group of 30 lecturers and conment, social science and housing
sultants
are serving the two-week
the
assess
efforts
to
experts in
representaprogress made toward desegrega- sessions, headed by
Committion and plan for future develop- tives of the President's
tee on Government Contracts, the
ments,
Commission on Race and Housing,
Describing desegregation issues Southern Regional Council, Jewtransportation
and
education,
in
ish-Labor Committee, NAACP and
housing as the "critical and deter- the National Urban League.
mining factors in the full extenDr. Charles S. Johnson, a memsion of the democratic and Judeober of the National Manpower
Council, gave the Institute keynote
This city was the first capital on Monday, July 2. Other speakcity of Australia and served as ers during the first week were
such until the year 1900 when a the Rt. Reverend John Lafargue,
new site, Canberra, was offi- noted Catholic editor and writer,
Dr. John Fey, editor of Christian
cially selected.

affecting desegregation in schools
Century magazine, and George, THURGOOD MARSHALL
McKibben, a member of the PresThurgood Marshall, chief coun-; and transportation during t h e
ident's Committee on Government sel for the NAACP summarized first week sessions. Among other
Contracts,
the status of legal developments key participants were Henry Luce,
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CHURCH BREAKS GROUND
—Ground breaking ceremony
Ii, held for construction of an
educational building at the

Mount Zion Baptist Church,
Augusta, Ga. Rc‘erend II. W.
Phinizy is pastor. Estimated
cost of the new building is

$15,000. Participants in the
ceremonies were from I c It:
George Scott, trustee; flea.
cons Paul Williams, Robert
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Grier and Robert Jiles; Rev.
E. J. Smith, pastor of Ward's
Chapel A. M. F. Church; and
Rev. H. W. Phinizy, pastor.
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Church members are in the
background.

Set Ruling
On School
Application

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
(ANP) — The University of 'VD%
ginia board of visitors is expected
to announce its decision during the
summer on the application for admission of a Negro young woman
to Mary Washington college at
Fredericksburg.
Board members decided to posb.
pone a decision on the matter urs.
til the next regular meeting in
September or at a special meeting
during the summer. There was •
divided vote on postponing a deciS.
ion of the Negro's application. The
applicant, however, was not idefi•
tale&
The application was received in
April, but action at that time was
deferred until June so that all al
the student's records could be
made available.
Federal court decisions in the
last few years have broken down
all state laws denying Negroes who
are qualified admission to any
s
wohuitth
e college or Jniversity in the
,

4••
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1 Beautiful Rites Unite Gwendolyn Hill, W. Vincent •

Set., July 7, 1956

SOCIETY
Merryo •
Gop4J ound.

Repeat Vows
At St. John
Baptist Ch.

Jack & Jill Of America
The JACKSON ' Marks 10th Year At Meet

The National convention of Jack
The theme of the convention
and Jill of America, Inc., cele- was "Jack and Jill's Role in the
brated its 10th anniversary at its Community."
three-day meeting in Cleveland,
Seminars were held on memAgainst a beautiful altar adornOhio, June 22-24, at Hotel Carter. bership, with Mrs. Osbeth H. Aded with pink and white gladioli,
The only public meeting of the ams, national vice president as refern, palms, and white tapers in,
convention was held Friday, June source and Mrs. Blanche Hughes,
seven-branched candelabra, Miss'
22, in the grand ballroom of the president, of the Baltimore, Md.,
Gwendolyn Hill, daughter of Mrs.
hotel with a discussion on "Im- chapter, as chairman. The semiEthel Hudson Hill, of 231-U Dixie
munization Against Prejudice." A nar of "General Policies for Teen
and Napoleon Hill, pledged
publicity
Mall,
H.
Watkins,
T.
Mrs.
and
zenith
•
..
its
at
fun
is
Summer
speaker and seven panelists stress- Age Groups" was led by Miss
Vincent,
Walter
wedding
vows
to
physicians
who
atOur
chairman.
.
.
comes the Fourth of July .
ed that prejudice can be compar- Geneva Burner, director of the
Mimi Anna Lee
meeting were Dr. W. A. jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
with its overtures of patriotism, tended the
ed
with a cencer cell that multi- Glenville Center YWCA as reCook
of
Ala.
Montgomery,
and
picnics, fireworks and family Bisson, Dr. B. F. McCleaves
plies until it becomes a deadly source director and Mrs. Lucille
The
ceremony
was
held
at
St.+
Wilkins
M.
Dr.
E.
• gatherings that traditionally mark
Campbell, regional director of the
John Baptist church with Rev. A.1 School may be out but educa- , disease.
•••
the day. Time was when the day
central teen age region as chairMcEwen Williams officiating. Nup- tion still stays in the minds of AWARD PLAQUE
twiWomFederation
until
City
When
the
climax
its
reach
didn't
The organization, which $ u p• man.
tial music was presented by Mrs.
light hours . . . when the blare en's Clubs held their last meeting Juanita Turner, organist, Miss those connected with the field. ports polio drives as one of its
Mrs. Beatrice Fox, teacher in
When
the
State
Principal's
instiand glare of Roman candles, fire- of the year at Lelia Walker Jean Brown and Miss Claudia
national projects, awarded a pla- Cleveland
public schools was the
tute was held in Nashville last
crackers, sparklers lit up the clubhouse, they heard glowing Palmer, vocalists.
que to Dr. Jonas Salk for his resource leader for the seminar
week,
Principals
C.
N.
Berry
and
playthings
entertaintheir
recent
"delightful"
reports
of
sky! These
Polio vaccine. The award was ac- on Handling Children's Activity.
Given in marriage by her unannually took their toll in lives and ment of the Tennessee State Fed- cle, Finus Hudson, the bride was M. D. Merriwether were among cepted in his behalf by Doris FinThe seminar on "Jack and Jill's
the
many
Tennessee
principals
ataccidents . . . and of necessity eration and re-elected their entire lovely in a gown of white satin
y, who has been a research as- Role in the Community "was led
tending.
The
report
was
a
most
Mrs.
M.
officers.
They
are
places.
slate
of
sistant for Dr. Salk for three by Mrs. Dorothy Feldman, educahave been outlawed most
styled with a fitted bodice and long
Here's hoping on one in our midst L. Adams, president; Mrs. L. E. diamond shaped sleeves, and a profitable and enjoyable meeting. years.
tional director of Community
Off
now
to
the
National
Educabecame a statistic . . from fire- Brown, first vice president; Mrs. cathedral train. Her fingertip veil
After registration the following Temple of Cleveland Heights, Ohio
tion
association
meeting
which
is
presiYoung,
second
vice
.
.
.
accidents
M.
G.
works or highway
of illusion cascaded from a cap being held in Portland, Ore. July I day, the Invocation at the opening as the resource leader and Mrs.
session was given by Rev. Rich-. Marguerite Nabors of Roanoke,
that you enjoyed a "glorious dent; Mrs. Veloris Perry, secre- of lace embroidered with rhine- 1
through 6 are C. N. Berry, out
Fourth" and continue to look for- tary; Mrs. Freddie Jones, assist- stones.
ard T. Andrews, jr., pastor of Va., as chairman.
going
president
of
the
Jackson
ward to remaining summer days ant secretary; Mrs. J. H. LavenShe carried a white satin Bible Colored Teachers' Assn.; Prof. Cleveland's Mt. Z:on CongregationThe convention planning w a s
... lazing days and blazing sun. der, treasurer; Mrs. Mary D. with a white orchid mixed with and Mrs. J. L. Davis, South Jack- al church. The welcome address done by Mrs. Eleanore Y. Sutler,
•••
King, organizer; Mrs. Mary MurWilM.
Valena
Mrs.
made
by
was
baby breath.
son Principal and wife; Mrs. Cleo
phy, parliamentarian; Mrs. Mary BRIDAL PARTY
liams, president of the Cleveland' convention chairman; Mrs. Melat
WashingSaunders,
librarian
SOCIAL FARE
bahu B. Mason, convention secof
the
board.
Taylor,
chairman
Lou
The matron of honor was Mrs. ton-Douglas; Mrs. Fannie A. Dob- chapter of Jack and Jill.
retary; Mrs. Cecelia W. Ward, asThere was a social lull before Hiawatha Art and Social club furnnational
Roulhac,
G.
Nellie
Mrs.
the Fourth ... hut it soon ended ished the delicious repast that was Delia Ann Griffin, Bridesmaids bins, county supervisor; M r s.' president and former resident of sistant secretary; and Mrs. Elizawere Miss Justine Tabbs, Miss Georgia Kelley, president of the
with the scores of picnics, parties,'served.
business beth J. Stokien, convention treasOlevia Ball, Mrs. Annie Laura Madison County Teachers' Assn., Memphis presided at the
urer.
•••
and what-have-you that began
meetings.
PAY TRIBUTE — Mrs. Nellie
Memphis members of the organhis representative, who was a
with the ultra, ultra cocktail par- Annie Jean Steinberg was hos- Jones. They wore gowns of pink and Mrs. Allene Reid Johnson,
displays
features
convention
The
soie, fashioned County teacher along with her husG. Roulhac, (left) National
laboratory technician under
ty tossed by graduate Alpha Phi tess to the meeting of the Lae and green peau de
group ization attending the convention
seminars,
projects,
chapter
necklines, fitted band. With such beautiful atmoswere Mrs. Lois Hargraves, presipresident of the Jack and Jill
Dr. Salk, and is now doing
Alphas Tuesday night of this Club of last Friday night. 'Twas with sweetheart
waltz length skirts. phere in addition to getting all the discussions and committee meet- dent of the Memphis chapter;
and
bodices
of America paid tribute to Dr.
further study at University of
beautiful
home of a call meeting . . . and you can
week, at the
ings.
hats were of matching ma- latest educational knowledge, I
Mrs. Sallie Bartholomew, M r s.
Jonas Salk, developer of the
Pittsburgh. As its national
Ann Reba and Lewis Harold Twigg bet that they're planning....same- Their
terial with rhinestones and veil, am sure the trip will be one to
Alma Booth, Mrs. Ann Hall and polio vaccine during the naproject this past year, t h
on South Parkway. The occasion thing big! Present were Carlee
and their bouquets were of white be remembered. Jackson a n d
, Mrs. Helen Hooks. Accompanying tional J and J convention held
Foundation received more
marked the organizing of their Bodye, Velma Burleson, Minnie
pink daisies with baby breath. Madison county will be well repMrs. Hargraves and Mrs. Hooks
in Cleveland last week. Shown
than $23,000 from the organiladies auxiliary group, called the Anderson, Velma Johnson, Lo- and
Flower girls were Myra Hudson, resented, huh!
were their daughters, Joan Harreceiving the plaque in his
zation during the 1956 March
Alphaeettes. They will have as rene McCollins and Margaret
cousin of the bride, and Sylvia HONORED WITH TRIP
graves and Beverly Hooks.
honor, is Miss Doris Finney,
of Dimes.
their first task the charting of Thompson . . who are looking
orwhite
Grandberry. They wore
Mrs. L. C. Meacham, well
the whirl of social activities that forward to their next meeting,
gandy dresses, and carried white known throughout West Tenneswill surround the regional meet- when Benny Fay Gardner will be
satin baskets with pink ribbons. see for the glee clubs she has
ing of the fraternity which con- the hostess.
ring bearer was John Allen, conducted at Merry High school
The
venes here next Easter week end. GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN
in. He carried a white satin pil- for a number of years is enjoyThat it is to be a gala event, is
Lots of collegians are at home low.
ing one of her rewards she
evidence by the planning that has for the summer . . . some of
The best man and three grooms- has received for her service. She
already begun . . with Lewis whom are Emma Barbee HennAla.,
Montgomery,
men, all of
leaves this week for New York
Tv.igg',.; selection as general I ing's charming daughter Constance
were close friends of the groom. City to visit hr two sons, Atty.
chairman . . . and genial Dr.1 Boyd . . who attends Milliken THEIR PARENTS
T. J. Meacham and Dr. Henry
Thurman Northcross ao enter- I University at Decatur, Ill., where
Mrs. Hill chose a pink chantilly
"Kitty"
tamment chairman . . plus all she is the only one of our folk lace sheath dress styled with el- W., affectionally called
e
the other committee heads, whose living on the campus, and one bow length sleeves and a V-neck- and enjoy musical shows. T h
list we have not yet acquired. De- of only 13 Negro students at the line, for her daughter's wedding, round trip ticket to New York
was presented to her by Miss.
tails of this event will be forth- university.
which she wore with a carnation Darlene Hutson, city supervisor ,
coming next week.
Peggy Ann White, daughter of corsage. nrs. Cox. the groom's
Merry High Glee club
•••
the Henry B. Whites, home from mother, wore a beige silk lace from the
the graduation exercises. The
at
' One of the big picnics of the Bennett College at Greensboro. sheath dress over pink taffeta, also
Merry High Glee club under the ,
Fourth was the one staged by the N. C., where she is a member with a carnation corsage.
direction of Mrs. Meacham reSimpson-Culpepper Picnic grounds of Kappa Psi honorary society
Mrs. Allie Hudson of Chicago, ceived a plaque this year at the TO PREACH OVERSEAS — The
on the Simpson estate on Horn and .was elected delegate to the bride's grandmother, wore a navy
symposium held at Lane college . Rev. Elmer B. Bostock, district
Lake Rd. This annual event has be- conference of that organization print silk dress, while the groom's for outstanding performance.
come an institution insofar as which convened at a white Virgin- grandmother. Mrs. Cook, sr., wore, SUPERINTENDENT HONORED superintendent of the New York
Methodist conference, has bee%
members and guests a r e con- ia college . . a pleasure Peggy an aqua lace dress. Both wore garRecently at Liberty Street CME chosen by the National Council of
Ann
had
to
forego, due to sum- denias.
cerned.
church, T. R. White, Sunday Churches as one of five ministers
mer work she had scheduled here
Assisting at the reception which school superintendent for twenty
•• •
to preach in the British Isles
at LeMoyne.
followed the wedding, and w a s years was honored with a program
When the Volunteer State Medthis summer. Dr. Bostock will
Fellowship
Hall
church
the
titled "This Is Your Life." It was
ical Auxiliary held its 18th annual From Xavier, down New Or. held in
sail
for England on July 10
Fizer, Mrs. Edith all quite a surprise to Mr. White
meeting at Nashville and Mehar- leans way, came Adeline Pipes, were Mrs. Essie
and will be accompanied by Mrs.
Hattie
Sanders
Mrs.
Cotton,
Mrs.
of
type
as he didn't know what
-"ry Medical college recently, many daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. T.
Bostock.
Loretta Kateo, Mrs. Lucile Clay, program he was to attend that
Memphians were elected to Pipes on Lipford. Home from Fisk
Mrs. Leda Bonds and Mrs. A. Mcstate offices. Mrs. Effie Flagg are Carolyn Rhodes, a senior in Ewen Williams who directed the night, never realizing his life as the illness and death of her aunt,
Sunday school superintendent at
became president; Mrs. W. A. the Music department, and John
wedding.
Leroy
Parker
and
Marvin
would be portrayed. The Mrs. Eula Joyner. She has been
TarLiberty
Bisson—chairman of the execuThe bride's table was laid with program was directed by Misses visiting in Detroit and expects to
pley
—
both
Ford
Foundation
feltive
boar d.
Mn.
B.
go to New York :rom here. Also
a hand embroidered linen table Lydia and Pauline Murray,
F. McCleaves third Nice president: lowship winners.
here for the funeral was her brothBernice Nabrit Is at Tennessee cloth. The wedding cake in the CIVIC PRIDE CLUB
er William "Billy" Lovette from
, pursuing studies in library center of the table was surroundMrs. Pansy Graham was hostess
science . . . and Minnie Mae ed by pink gladioli and fern with to the Civic Pride club in her beau- New York.
Miss Darlene Hutson leaves for
Woods is attending Detroit's a punch bowl at each end.
tiful home on Middleton St., last
Wayne U . stopping with her OUT OF TOWNERS
week. Despite the intense heat, New York this week tc study at
Out of town guests included Mrs. Mrs. Graham and her, charming Columbia university during t h e
brother and sister-in-law, Levy
Rainer, aunt of the bride, sister, Mrs. Carty Robinson made second Summer session.
Beatrice
Sullivan Connerway . . , and
Visiting in Jackson for the last
with her are her charming sons Mr. and Mrs. Price Hughes, cou- the affair a, wonderful one. Mrs.
0000
. sin of Chicago: Mr. and Mrs. Rob- Marie Penn, president, presided two weeks were Mr. and Mrs.
Emmitt
and
Carey.
SANS PARIEL
ert Glass of Kosciusko. Miss.
s
members present were Mesdames Lewis Fuller and their lovely litThe Sans Panel Social club held
From Montgomery. ,Ala., J. D. Ada McNeely, Fern Walker, Lillie tle son from New Jersey. They
A. L. Plaxico, who recently
its annual Summer festival in the
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis, Miss
Myrtle were guests of Mr. Fuller's mothlovely home of the president, Mrs. received the master of science de- Barbara Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Hill Bell, Ovellie Goodrich,
Bessie er, Mrs. Fuller and sister, Miss
Garrett,
Saddle
Monroe,
Mrs. Myrtle Collins Burwell of 173 gree from the U. of Wisconsin alo and many others.
Dob- Lucille Fuller, who reside on Pine
Fannie
Price,
Gordon, Doris
with his family have recently reW. Holland, Sunday, June 24.
Mary Fox street. Monday evening at 6 an
Ward,
Florence
bins,
turned
from
their
trip
to
Chicago,
Many friends and clubs were
entertaining reception was given
Olivia Pruett, Lessie Spann, Georpresent. Out-of-town guests includ- Cincinnati, Louisville and Clevein honor of Mrs. Fuller on the
EllingOra
Miss
and
Kelly,
gia
ed David Collins of Detroit, Mich., land. While in Cleveland they
lawn
of the Fuller home. Many
were
ton. Guests at the meeting
looked in on their son-in-law, Moses
son of Mrs. Burwell.
Jacksonians gathered to meet and
J.
W.
Ford,
Gertrude
Mesdames
The lawn was beautifully dec- Prince, formerly of Birmingham,
Shelton and Celesta Meacham. All chat with the charming Mrs. as
orated and much fun was had by who has recently been transferred
well as engage in various games.
enjoyed a delicious two course
those present at he many tables to the Queen City in connection
Miss Erma Robinson. mathematgifts.
novelty
and
menu
with
his
work as a railway mail
set up from which refreshments
ics instructor at Merry High
ELECTS
POST
LEGION
clerk. Daugiiter Vera is here
were served.
Washington
The American Legion Post 31 school is studying nt
Mrs. Burwell was at her hest awaiting her "little bundle from
Mo., this
university
in
St.
Louis,
elected officers at a recent meetas a hostess dispensing the hos- heaven.
' before joining her husSummer. Word als3 comes that
Institute
on
at
the
ing
held
Post
pitality for which she is widely band in their new home.
St. Allen D. McFadden has been Mrs. Devernice Bryant is at the
, Georgia Dancy left for Philaknown.
Sumnamed as Commander. Vice Corn-' University of Tennessee for
Members of Sans Panicl express; delphia Sunday night to attend the
them sucstudy.
We
wish
for
mer
mander is James Forbes; adjutheir appreciation for the coopera-1 marriage of her niece Juanita Bitant, Richard Booth; assistant ad- cess.
tion given by their many friends. yens — in a marriage ceremony
jutant, John Adkins; finance ofMrs. Annie Parker is reporter. , of outstanding note — destined to
HOUSEWORKER—
.• •
ficer.
A. D. Williams; chaplain,
Charles McRay. Miami. a First Prize Winner ofthe Carnation Hometown Healthy Baby Contest
attract top drawer Eastern society.
Grif1
Rufus
Wyatt;
Arms.
Sgt.
at
HOUSEKEEPERS
SOCIALITE CLUB
Lillian a n d Charlene Walton,
A toed lob waitIng
fin Wells; and Post Service Offi- txperienced or not. •
Mrs. Mattie Coleman of 254 W. along with Donald Jackson are vaTHE MILK EVERY DOCTOR KNOWS is say:"My doctor recommended it."
week. Cu, ticket
for veg. $30 le $40
cer, Thomas Davis.
sent if needed. Slousehold emoloyment
Waldorf was the hostess last week cationing in Los Angeles and enCarnation. It's the safest form of No wonder more Carnation is used
Mrs. A. R. Marshall who resides Service, 1 5. Lexington Avenge, White
to members of the Socialite club. virons following their attendance
Plains. N. V
milk for baby's bottle ... the most in hospital formula rooms throughon Neff St., was honored with a
Fried shrimps and shoestring po- at the recent Baptist convention
week's
visit of her parents Rev.
nourishing and digestible, too. No out the world than all other brands
tatoes with slaw and refreshments which convened there recently.
OFF TO MEET — Mrs. Georgia and Mrs. J. H. Nelson of Russeltasty
very
menu.
made for a
And . . . James H. Purdy, III, Kelly, of Jackson, Tenn., president
wonder8out of 10 mothers who feed combined. No wonder you can trust
Mrs. Thelma Tate was guest of I has returned to Detroit after a of the Madison County Teachers' ville, Ala. Also spending last Suntheir babies a Carnation formula Carnation Milk
the evening.
week's visit with his father and . association, is attending the Na- day with the Marsh;ills were Mr.
LOANS — INSURANCE
Mrs. Sallie Frazier of el Fra- stepmother, Mr. a n d Mrs. James tional Education association con- and Mrs. Raymond Pollard and
72 Union Avenue
zier will be the next hostess. Mrs. 11. Purdy, of 1542 Cella Circle. ference in Portland, Oregon, July their daughter, Maryanne from
Tr -Cities, Ala.
Serving Memphis SO Tears
Mary Dell Gillian is president. This was his first visit to our I
through 6.
Mis Lois Lovette has returned
Mrs. Charlene Gould. secretary,
since 1940 . . . and no doubt
JA. 6-0341
to Jackson for a few days due to
end Mrs. Mattie Coleman, report- he enjoyed renewing old friendjr.
ships.
•••
ON THE SICK LIST
TEN LADIES CLUB
Quite a few folk are sick . . .
The Ten Ladies Social club held and now is the time to cheer them
an enjoyable Tea on Sunday after- up in the many ways you know
noon at the lovely home of club how. Among them . . . Mrs. EthBETTER-BLENDING Carnation
member Mrs. L. Monger on Wab- el Isabel, who we hear is extremegives you rich flavor and smooth
present
were
members
ash. All
ly ill. . .and Ruby Lumpkins, who
results every time...in every
except Mrs. Caine .Potts, visiting, has been
better than we hear
recipe that calls for milk!
in St. Louis. Enjoying the evening' she now is . , and
Allyne Lowe
with their friends vere: Mrs.Vio- who had to return
to the hospital, ALSO—
Dandridge,
Dessie
let Boyd, Mrs.
but is back home again .
and
secretary; Mrs. Marjorie Good- AKA
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
CREAMY-RICH
basileus Georgia Harvey
man, reporter; Mrs. Robert Cun- who
Carnation "creams"
has
been
at
Collins
Chapel
FANS - PERCOLATORS
ningham, Mrs. Pearlie Clark, Mrs.
coffee,fruits and
hospital
for
almost
two
weeks.
„
_ S. Morton and Mrs. Harriet Hai.VACUUM CLEANERS
cereals
to
and
Mrs.
E.
W.
Irving
who
is
..m.416M president.
perfection.
still bed-ridden at her home on
REBUILT VACUUM
E. McLemore. Arthur Bowles, jr.,
Carnation is the
:LTA SORORITY CLUB
it up
CLEANERS
rich milk that whips,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Jones of 187 is recuperating from a recent tontoo! Get several
Hickory were hosts at a lawn sillectomy at Memphis EENT hosFull line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
cans today!
tea sponsored by the Delta Soror- pital, but is not at home with his
aunt and uncle, the Humes of
ity club on July 1.
cards,
costume
tobaccos,
jewelry.
Prescriptions
Mrs. Dorzan Simmons of 3366 Edith St. When fully recovered, Arpicked up and delivered. FREE delivery, no limitManning Drive, president, will be thur is going to New York to visit
WORLD'S LEADING BRAND OP EVAPORATED MILK
ed amount
ie••••--liestess in her lovely home for the his mother, Cecelia Bowles. To
next meeting on July 15. from all of them . . . as well as all those
Vic Coons, owner
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
Win. Pippin, druggist
2 to I p.m. Mrs. P. E. Gibson is about whom we have not heard
on the sick list. Members wish her . . . we do wish you a speedy re-1 2268 Park Ave. - 13-8507
a speedy recovery. Mrs. D. G, covery and convalescence a n d
open Nights
Fr“ Perking
Patrick is ,assistant secretary, future dajs spent in the best of
WI APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
mad Mrs. •, L. King is reporter. health.

SCENE

By Marjorie I. Ulen

Feed your baby •
CARNATION,
America's
"healthy baby" milk!

Club
NewS

4

•

J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.

BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COOKING AND COFFEE,TOO!

city

IRONS REPAIRED

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. 4-9463

-

•

4 •

sa95

COMO DRUG STORE

APPLIANCES, INC.

Millions prefer it to any other brand!

1014 Mississippi Blvd.

'11111111111•111111111111
,

Ph. WH.2-1721

•
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By DARMY BAILEY
The Van Dettes Social club gave
a repeat lawn party last Thursday
night at the home of Leslie Ransom. The dance was given as a
follow-up to the lawn party held
Have you ever felt a little un- half gallons, you may dip i e e
recently. Both parties as a whole
comfortable when your hostess cream by scoop or spoon. A betturned out to be successful.
Those seen attending the affair
had to send Dad or one of the ter way though is to cut through
boys to the store for ice cream the carton to obtain the amount
were Thomas Suggs, Evelyn Vaso you could have a treat? You needed for service.
vasseur, Antony Katoe, Myra
Smith, Gretta Bradfield, Charles
can avoid making your guest feel Then cover the surface of the
that way by always having i c e ice cream that is left with foil
Howell, Isaac Newton, Willie
cream in your freezer or the freez- and place the carton, cut side
Bowen R. L. Jones, Herbert IsaTHREE YEARS OLD — Little
guests. The affair was held bel, Waiter Grady, Stephen Boom, PATIO PARTY — Mrs. Gering compartment of your refriger- down preferably on the bottom of
Denny Johnson, winsome
on the lawn of her paternal
ator. Put the date of purchase on the freezer, to make a close proWillie E. Bates, Charlene Brown, aldine Stewart of Los Angeles,
daughter of S-Sgt. and Mrs.
grandparents home at 1210
Calif., was the honoree of the
each carton and use early purchas- tective covering.
Minnie B. Daily.
delightful party held by Mr.
Wilson. The grandparents are
es first. Ice Cream and sherbert
Edward S. Johnson, took time
Loretta White, John Byes, RobIce-cube trays in the refrigerator
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Johnson, ert L. Greer, Robert Atkins, Posmay safely be kept three or four are not the best places for stor- out during her gay birthday
Sr.
weeks in your freezer.
tell Irving, James Venn, Grant
ing ice cream because you cannot party to pose with two of her
If you buy your ice cream in get the temperature low enough to
Ward, Andrew Cummings, David
the half-gallon cylinder - shaped do a good job.
Parker, Johnie Williams, Hugh
cartons, at service time dip the
Mayo, William Massey. James
But if you have only ice-cubes
ice cream acaosi the surface uniHarris, yours truly, and a few
remove
the
ice
storage,
for
trays
formly. You should hever leave
others.
To highlight the party was
sherbet
from
the
carton
deep spots. Smooth off the sur- cream or
Evelyn
Vavaseur trying to get pub.
I
it in the metal
face and cover with aluminum foil and spread
ROYAL KNIGHTS
keep
and
with
foil
closely
Cover
pressed against the ice cream„
Seems as though lawn parties
freezer section. Turn
The Vance Avenue Br anehi She further stated that activities are putting dances out of busiThis prevents air contact which it in the
the temperature control as low as YWCA will hold its annual mem- ,at the YWCA are held throughout ness this Summer. The Royal The Teen Age department of the
produces the waxy surface.
and use the sherbet or , bership lawn party on Friday, I the year. Classes, clubs, commit- Knights gave a lawn party last YWCA has declared the month of
possible
BRICK
FASHION
CUT
July 6.
tees, and interest groups are open Wednesday at the home of one of July "Fun in the Sun" month (and
i For the rectangular • shaped ice cream within a week.
Invitations mailed to the entire to its members. included in the Its members. The party drew a in the shade, too). Here is the
membership promised an evening ; adult activities in the month of very large crowd. Those pres- calendar:
of fun with games, songs, prizes, ; July are swimming classes and ent were Beverly Coleman, Ear- Swimming on Wednesdays, July
one in parliamentary procedure.
nesting Davis, Louise Rodman, 11, 18 and 25 at LeMoyne college,
pictures and refreshments.
The women of Memphis are en- Square Partee, Joan Reed, Bev- 2-4 p.m. On Saturday, July 14,
This party marks the culmination of the "Y" enrollment em- couraged to join this evergrowing erly Turnipseed, Thomas Suggs. Hike and Box Lunch at Lincoln
Virginia Thomas, Tootsie Bak- Park, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. Saturday,
phasis by the Membership com- organization and be a part of the '
world's largest group of women. er, Kelly Lester, Emmett Suggs, July 21, Bike Hike, and Weiner
' Humpty Dumpty sitting high onI lis Brown, Camelle Simon, Beverly mittee. Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, Mrs. Murphy and Mrs. Addle G. Robert White, rerry London. Bar- Roast at Lincoln Park, 9 an. - 2
the attractive birthday cake, I Steinberg, Ronnie and C o n n i e chairman stated that although
- ;i Owen, branch executive director, bare Ilaywood, Barbara Nichols p.m.
thrilled an excited group of young- Pearson, Mike and Marla Jones, contestants in the enrollment drive i invite those
women who are not Grady Jefferson, Harold Edsol and, All Y-Teens who wish to go
eters as little Denny Johnson,I Billie and Bobbie Miller, K i t t y are awarded prizes at this time, i members to drop by the office Maxine McCain.
I swimming on Wednesdays, please
daughter of S-Sgt. and Mrs. Ed-i Johnson, Colette Johnson, P a u I a;
I call the "Y" JA. 6-2340 and give
mem- ATTENDS MEET
year
round,
at
541
Vance
and
membership
is
open
take
out
a
Allen,
and
Jan
Carla
celebrated
he
Pinkston,
r
i
ward S. Johnson
Memphis
Your name and phone number
left
Walker
Patricia
of
$1,50
1
small
fee
at
the
bership
girls
desirand
those
women
Woods,
for
iDonna Bankhead, Jackie
third birthday last week.
last Thursday to attend the Jack I each Monday morning (July 9, 16
per
year.
6th.
the
after
Staffold.
join
to
Terry'
ing
wea
l
and
The cunning little Denny
and Jill Conference in Little Rock, and 23). All persons will meet at
quite the hostess as she, romped
Ark. She is the daughter of Mrs. the front of Le Moyne college
with her guests on the beautifully
Ralesian Walker, of 3029 Chelsea. gymnasium at 1:15 p.m. Each is
decorated lawn of her grandparPatricia will return to Memphis to bring 15 cents admission, and
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Johnin one week. She is a most ac- carfare.
son, sr., of 1210 Wilson. There
tive senior at Douglass High THE HIKES
were bright balloons and an array
Girls interested In the hike Satschool.
of party decorations coupled with
urday, July 14 should meet at the
MODEL
POSES
AS
GRADUATE
jolly games and delicious refreshYWCA on Vance a 8:30 a.m, with
Mary Ann Thomas, a graduate
ments to make the occasion a very
a box lunch. The group will hike
the
been
selected
by
of
BTW
has
happy one.
The lovely home of Mr. and a lions also included tall vases of Mrs. Otto Johnigan, Mrs. Stella Bluff City Press club to model to Lincoln Park and catch the bus
Guests included Yolande Ander- Mrs. Elias Hutcherson, of 4905 gladioli.
!Bell Owen, Messrs. Henderson
her legs in a poster. She is a re- to return home from the park.
son, Sandra Thompson, Bunny William Arnold rd., was the setThe center of attraction in the and Nelson Smith, Aaron Hill,
('all the YWCA, Thursday and FriLewis, Mary Alma Branch, Phyl- ting of a beautiful party given beautiful dining room was the, George Harris; Mrs. Mildred porter for one of the local pa- day, July (12 and 13) and
to
enter
plans
Fall
she
pers.
This
last Friday evening, compliment- 'lace draped table with ite center- Lockhart. Misses Dorothy Jean Kansas City unimrsity and major give your name.
n ing Mrs. Hutcherson's sister, Mrs, piece of double majestic daises and Bettie Lou Lockhart, Mrs. in journalism. Her steady beau is Those interested in the Bike
hike, Saturday, July 21, will meet
Geraldine Stewart of Los Ange- and baby's breath flowers artici- Birdie Reed, Edgar Davis. Earl "Mr. Gridiron Greatest"
I catty arranged in a low bowl, en- Withers, Robert Sheres, Mr.and
at the YWCA at 8:30 a.m. The
DES MOINES — (INS) — Bev- les, Calif.
Kincaide of Douglass. 6
group will ride from the "Y" to
erly Hanson, the 1955 PGA cham- The patio, bordered with multi_ circled with trays of dainty sand- Mrs. George L. Brownlee, Mr. and TEEN TOWN GOSSIP
Lincoln Park, The Weiner Roast
pion, won the women's eWstern colored lights, glowed with an air wiches and hors d'ouevres, at the Mrs. Will Hampton, jr., Mr and
It is said that Robert Greer wait- will be held at the park. Bring
open golf tournament at AVakonda of festivity as the guests enjoyed end of which was a crystal howl i Mrs. Robert Steverson, Mr. and
ed until free admission time to en- or ride your bicycle to the "Y"
Mrs, Reginald Blackmon.
In Des Moines Sunday with a 72 party games. In addition to the of punch.
ter
the Van Dettes Social club's at 8:30 am, and bring 30 cents
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dabney,
myriads of colored Tights, decor- Guests present were Mr. and
hole score of 304.
party last Thursday night. for the Weiner Roast Call the Y
lawn
Mrs. Ann Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. McGraw, Mrs. Dan S. Mit- Wonder why did Delores (Pig) W. C. A., Thursday and Friday,
chell, Mrs Laura B. Watson, Mr. Brown apply for a job at Hugh July 19 and 20, and give your
Hotel. name.
and Mrs. John E. Wesley, Mrs. Meddye Wade's Travelers
Robert Greer states that he saw
Freddie Wesley, Mrs. C. E. RowDRESS FOR COMFORT
an, Mrs. L. H. Guy, Mrs Doro- Hugh Meddye Wade riding a bas- Girls may wear sport clothes—
street
one
Main
bicylcle
down
ket
thy Merrill, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
shorts, jeans, etc. In case of rain,
day.
West.
hikes will be cancelled.
are
you
saying
Strong
Hugh
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Eubanks of come back my love to Dorothy
St. Augustine, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. Lynch?
Montana is three times as large
Walter Franklin, Mrs. Moseal WilStephen Boone, don't be blue, in total area as the Gtate of New
liams, Mrs. Birdie Mitchell, Ster- even though Dorothy Jean is leav- York. It is equal to the combined
ling Cain, Mr. and Mrs. William ing you.
areas of the United Kingdom
A. Moore, Mrs. Elsie Jones, Mrs.
Odell Davis Is it true that you plus all of the Netherlands and
Louise Williams, Mrs. Leslie Stew- are going to follow Crystal Strong Belgium as well.
art, Mrs. Le Eleanor Reed, Miss to Buffalo, N. Y.?
Chambliss, Miss Ida Paige, Mrs.
Robert Atkins, why do you let
Grace L. Conley, Mrs. Tile) all those guys fool around with
Lena Hubbard and others.
your girl, Gretta Bradfield.

Mrs. Elias Hutcherson,
Ilutcherson's sister. Pieture
Friday at their beautiful
alum, are some of the guest,
the honoree and hostess. (Wihome at 4905 William .1rthers Photo)
Rd. Mss. Stewart is Mrs.,.
The Teen Age Program Dirty- I rector: • Mrs. Maude D. Bright
tor of the YWCA is Miss Betty five and Information seeretar .
Johnson. Other staff members are Mrs. A. L. Higgins, residencu
Mrs. Addie G. Owen, executive di- rector,
and
last
new
nold

'Y' Offers
Tun In Sun'
For Teeners "Pet Milk Baby of the Week"

Branch YWCA Will Hold
„ay.' Lawn Party On July 6

Just one of the millions of happy, healthy

babies raised on Pet Evaporated Milk.

• Birthday Fete Thrills
Cute Denny And.Her Pals

utchersons Fete Guests
ith Colorful Patio Party

WinsWestern0

HOTTEST VALUEINITOWN!

New 1956 Giant 10.6 Cu. Ft.

KELVINATOR

Mrs. Robert Crockett
Link 'Woman Of Year'

You can't beat the introductory price of

WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Sever-1 six years of unselfish and devoted
al hundred persons attending the service to all who come within
sixth annual "Woman of t h e her need."
Year" program sponsored by the "Ohio Mother of the Year" Mrs.
Wilberforce Chapter of Links, Inc. Bertha Hull of Yellowsprings, Ohio
saw the annual award go to Mrs.; brought greetings to the Link 1956
Robert Crockett of Xenia, Ohio,1 Woman of the Year and the past
and native of Kentucky.
women who have received this
The honoree was cited as "a honor Mrs. Elijah Weatherford,
woman who has brought humanity ' Mrs. Woodson Welch, Mrs. Pearl I
to humanity; dignity to her fam- Thompson, Miss Mollie Dunlap
ily and community through thirty-1 and Mrs. Irene Askew.
MMINIMMINI•
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VACATION TIPS ...

•
•
•
•

Take it easy
on the
Highway

_
WILLIAM AUSTIN COLLINS, III
18 Months Old
Son of Mr. and Mrs. William Collins, Jr.
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of
the Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.

More of America's happy, healthy babies are raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other broad
•••=1,

ENTER YOUR BABY PHOTO TODAY!
If your baby hos been fed Pet Evaporated Milk, end Is
I.,, than years of age fill in this coupon and send
Photo to:
Pr MX COMPANY,1590 Arcade Bldg:ilk tools 1. ao.
BAST" INIMB.....•••••.•••••...spub,,,....,..jdu,..
TOW NAM.
IMINfe Mersa
(STEM
(CITY)
ptcrw.. become dye property of Pet an foe whole choice for Ito
award wilt be final.
ONPF•••••••••m1M0411,11.•••

LOOK FOR THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK"
IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER--EVERY WEEK.

THE BUS IS KING!
There's Nothing New About Saying:
"Don't Bring Private Cars Downtown!"

"BUT"
When The World's Biggest Private
Automobile Maker Says It---

That's News
SAYS GENERAL MOTORS:
"Don't Overcrown Downtown with Every Tom,
Dick and Harry's Private Car!"
General Motors Insists That Downtown The
Bus and Trolley Coach Is King -Carrying
More Than 30 People in Street Space
Taken Up By Only

•
Do all your speeding
by Telephone
•
•
•
•
•

11.F.Goodrich Jg?",zirich
_
FIRST IN

RUBBER — FIRST IN TUBELESS E.

139 VANCE AVENUE

Ph. JA. 5-8411

Leave early on your vacation
trip—then take it easy and
play it safe. If you're
delayed on the road, just
telephone ahead to let folks
know. You'll find convenient
outdoor booths everywhere.
Long Distance is fast and
easy to use.
Costs so little, too.

Irs Twice as Fast
to Call by Number

Southern Bell Telephone

TWO PRIVATE CARS!
Ease That Traffic Squeeze!
PATRONIZE BARGAIN - PACKED DOWNTOWN -- BUT
REMEMBER -- IT'S SMART TO GO BY BUS!

THE MEMPHIS STREET
RAILWAY CO.

DEFENDER
Sat July 7 1956

American Stars Find Gold, Glory Abroad •

BUD BRADL5Y

Bud Bradley, Ballet Group
Clicks In Paris, London

BABE WALLACE

Babe Wallace Star Of Hit ----Play Money' In Israel
By E. A. WIGGINS

presently co-starring with Har- Babe also sings Yiddish but he
lem's
Virginia Capers, in the Mu- is modest.
PARIS — Babe Wallace of
Review, "Money, Money, Photos taken at the Mars Club
sical
Brooklyn. N. Y., and a principal
Money," at the swanky Dan Hotel in Paris, shows Babe with the
actor in "Stormy Weather," who in Tel Avis.
lovely French Artist, "Fortunia"
(left) who co-starred with Babe
jg the first and only American
Babe wrote to say that the show !during the last six months of the
male vocalist ever starred in a is a "great success"
and that Vir- 1Review at the Folies Bergere, and
Polies Bergere Review in Faris. ginia is really "gassin"
the au- Miss Gloria Davy, one of the
He entertained for the three diences out there
singing Yiddish three "Bess" with "Porgy adel
years duration of the show and is beautifully.
Bess

• VIRGINIA CAPERS. shown
' here is now in Tel At is Israel where she's appearing in
' the show imported to replat e

Lionel Hampton when the orkster departed. Here she is
shout' viith Sigmont Berland,
(miler of cafe "Bagatelle" just

before leaving Paris. Miss
Capers had just completed a
lengthy stay at the cafe.

3 CHOCOLATEERS

By E. A. WIGGINS
for a three weeks engagement at
the Olympia Theatre, which was
' PARIS — Buddy Bradley, danccrowned with success.
er, from Ilarrisburg, Pa., who
Mrs. Bradley expressed delight
settled in London, England, 24 to be back in Paris. He "looked
years ago and later opened a ' up" old friends and acquaintancDancing school there, made his 'es, but found only a few, and was
initial post-war appearance in 1 surprised at many changes
he disParis with a mixed ballet — 12 covered here.
white and colored male and fe- ! During their stay
in Paris, Mr.
male dancers — headed by his and Mrs. Bradley, "Princes Ann"
s
beautiful red-head English wife and "Duke Diamond," who is fea-

tured in the French Film "MOn.
lin Rouge' with other members
of the Ballet visited "Club 511"
nightly, after the show, to partake of "Frisco's" Southern Cooking.
Photo taken on eve of their departure for London shows Frisco,
extreme right, bidding "Fare.
well" to Mrs. Bradley extreme
left; her hubby Buddy; "Princess
Ann" and "Duke Diamond."

•

3 Chocolateers
Triumph Abroad
After A Setback
PARIS — The Three Chocola- for various Benefits and Gals in
teers, versatile comedy act, sur- prominent local spots including
vived Max Morgan's ill-fated, im- the Theatre de Paris, and France's
ported "Jazz Train" — All Color- National Theatre — The Palais de
ed Musical Review at Paris' Apol- Chaillot: a n d were among the
lo Theatre last January — to Artists who entertained in Monte
become the most successful Sepia Carlo for the wedding of Miss !
Trio currently entertaining in Grace Kelly and the Prince RainFrance.
er.
In addition to other engagements
Monsieur Felix Marouani, Paris' No. 1 Impresario, who books in leading French cities the Three
Louis Armstrong, Lionel Hamp- Chocolateers, under Monsieur Maton, for Paris engagements, prof- rouani's wing, have extended their
ited immediately by Morgan's mis- success and popularity to cities
in Spain, Italy, Belgium and
fortune.
Since "signing-up" The Three Switzerland.
Wednesday
the "Half Pint"
Chocolateers five months ago,
Monsieur Marouani has kept them (Eddie West.) "Fat Man" (Paul
continually engaged locally and Black and "String Bean" (Charton the Continent, in Theatres and lie Walker.) acrobatic, song and
dance combination, with the latter
Night clubs.
doing a little Lionel Hampton on
On Thursday they terminated a the viberphon
e, are scheduled to
two-weeks engagement at Paris'
fly to London for a TV engagelargest Movie. the Gaumont Pal- ment
with the BBC.
ace. Prior to that the trio enterPhotos shows bottom to Top
tained for three weeks at the swan- Eddie
West, Paul Black, Charlie
ky "Drap d'Or" on the Champs I Walker.

001

S1

40
./*
ADELAIDE HALL, left, another of Harlem's gifts to Europe is a successful night

this

club operator along with her
husband but also appears on
TV and radio. Here she is

4 it
f ../11
shown when she appeared on
BBC-TV in a very popular
-character-dress" number.

Kid Ory, Sarah Vaughan HOLLYWOOD
Clyde McPhatt er Finds •
Ella Get TV Jazz Spots
Gold In Post Army Days
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON

The University of California at over with the
names of old and
shous
mday arc on tape. This. Strangely enough the -This is Los Angeles has been on the re- new
stars inscribed in silver stars
would include such attractions asl Your Life Show" is live to the east ceiving end of the showing of sev- at
the intersections, imbedded in
-The Phil Silvers Show.- "Do: coast and on tape for West
Coast eral famous pictures, and this the sidewalks, and when the sevYou Trust Your Wife.- -This is viewing. Difference in time of week was no exception. The Med- eral
millions of dollars have been Stardom is as predicted for
tir life ' and many others. course is reason for this procedure. ical Auxiliary at UCLA presentClyde ing horizon. lie was ready .. .
su a b y." a n d "These Foolish
On the first stanza, by writerspent, and the job is finished, it McPhatter
. . . With -Treasure of
In 1950. Cldye joined up with the iThings." His popularity
ed
Darryl Zanuek's 20th Century- will have colored
singer Bobby Troup Kid Ory and
demanded
street
lights,
Love."
It
has
happened
for
him .. famous Dominos and helped lift he leave the
Fox production of "The King andl lovely colored
his Creole .1 an Band will hook
Dominixi
in
Septemsidewalks and
Riding on the crest of song that them to further recognition with bet.,
I" starring Deborah Kerr and Yul benches,
up with Stan Getz in a broadcast
1953, and strike out with his
each intersection will be has literally broken the
his
outstandi
pop
marng
Brynner.
rendition
The
s of "-°town
money earned will' arched with decorations, that
11
that should put West Coast in top
c r c w. Within two months.
will ket wide open. Cldye has taken the I Something For Me."
go toward the fund for which free make Hollywood
-Have Mercy •Clyde and
bracket, jazz wise. Following
Boulevarde as final step to the top rung
his Drifters had a hit
of the
teaching comes, beds, medical re- much of a fantascy
shows will include Stan Kentnn.
as is Disney- ladder.
tune on the market. The hit ingresearch,
and
the
supplying
Dave Brubeck, Ella Fitzgerald.
of such land. .Don't miss it on your next
dient in his voice was the key. The
humanitarian needs as books, ra-I visit.
Sarah Vaughan. Perez Prado and
As with many other singers,
group
proceeded to make record
dios. TV sets, wheel chairs,1 Cab Calloe ay is in L. A., play- Clyde's early interest in music was
a number of other greats.
history on Atlantic with s u e Is
crutches and even nursing schol- ing the Zamboanga
with his latest manifested in choir singing around
The show tc he aired on coas;
smashes as -Money, Hone y.''
arships. The movie industry is al- edition of Ili De Ho. John Carroll . Durham, N. C. Singing in the
will hit many of the ABC-TV chain
"Honey Love." "White Christways
there
with
a
helping
hand.
choir
led
the
movie
to
a
gospel
N
star
quartet of
opened at the Ran— -Nev. Faces of : flier. Johnny Las city. Bill Mcstations. It of course will be sponmas," "Such A Night."
"The King and I" is an enter- cho Vegas (his debut) with Sophie his own in Durham. and
before
sored but in many instances the lo- 19-,f;,. Broadway's latest musical! Cutcheon. Virginia Martin. John taining
• However, Uncle Sam beckoned
picture,
beautifull
y done Tucker (her farewell tour) which long, veteran choir and gospel
cal stations will produce their imn tau. has been put ou wax by RCA Reardon. Bob Shaver, Jimmy Sis- in CinemaSc
in 1954, and Clyde's career was
ope
and
color
De
by
singers
she
plans
for
Victor
came
this
for
spring,
to
will
only
marvel
release
at this
this week.
sponsorship, it is beliesed This
to and Rod Strong.
temporarily interupted. Entertain.
Luxe the scenery is awe inspiring, be for Europe. Sophie says that , youngster's unique technique
Producer Leonard Sillman
and
is not an unusual prediction as
Mg strictly for kicks in around the
and
both
Deborah
and
Yul
handle
!
she'll never retire from show biz, interpretation.
many prm:ran,
carry several , ('ill 1)1(11 an international group
base, he attracted the attention of
their parts with aplomb. Miss Kerr she is only tired of those boat ! At
per;orme
rs
season's
for
tins
of
the
age
of twelve, he moved
sponsors with local stations
the upper echelon, and before long
sings beautifully, and she is ab- ! trips to Europe.
to New York City, and continued
;0';Hr'd by T. C. Jones as
their 0% n Inne and
in% a cer- cH
he was entertaining troops all over
solutely charming as the school
Producer's Showcase will his study of singing. More and
tain sum to the chain.
the world. The enthusiastic re-'
teacher,
while
Brynner
has
simplaunch "The Lord Don't Play Fa- more people came to admire his
E.:presenting the "international
ceptions received at every per.
Such a jazz show has been in scl • of
Is transformed himself into t b e vorites" starring Louis Armstron voice,
••\ow Faces- are Amru
g
and his reputation grew in
formance convinced him that upon
the making for quite some time
'King' so realistically, that one can and Kay Starr in a TV show.
Sani of Bombay. India Inga Swenhouses of worship all over the
By JACK O'BRIAN
separation from the service, he
now but nut until nou ha. there son,
hardly imagine him as acting. The
England's Marilyn Monroe, Di- east. This type of music
S‘scden.
Smith. Lon'
taught
would
work as a single. ATLANTIC
been an announcement 01 its actchildren
who
play the off-springs ana Dons has arrived in Holly- him a great deal
NEW YORK — Sullivan lamregarding voice
ual staging and programming_ The non. Tiger Haynes. Virgin Islands;
paved the way by recording him
Franca Bahlks in, Italy: Suzanne basted the Steve Allen debut 24.6 are adorable, and I defy anyone to wood to make her first TV pic- control and the honest projection
solo on his furloughs, and the first
show is ill he tive hut in many in,
Bernard. Piiris: and Dana Sosa. to 13.3 (Trendex . . . CBS couldn't sit through the picture without ture with George Gobel. Has this of emotion: therefore, when the opreleace was an instantaneous hit
stance....11ozre will be taped sershedding
a
tear,
along
somewhe
re
gal got a gift of gab, boy oh boy, portunity came to expand his singPm•rto lino. The remaining natke,
herb Shriner in an hour show
CLYDE McPHATTER
. . . SEVEN DAYS.
sions Stir flame airing.
the way, either in pure love, ad- can she talk? I hope she doesn t
talent n udes Billie Hayes, Jane; so it will shrink to 30 minutes.
Incidentally most of the 'live ronnell
miration or is complete sadness I lay an egg before she gets started 1 1111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111mIlmillmiltimmilln11111111M11111.06.1111111111111111111111111n11111,111111 —
*
!in Henry. Johnny HayWilliam Powell turned down a . . . You'll have your share of . . . Most of them do.
'
..
S200.400 offer to emcee a TV smiles, laughs and tears .
good show !
series. The erstwhile "thin
retired on a huge MGM man"is penCan you see Bob Hope as the fasion and can't he bothered.
mous New York Mayor, Jimmie
Walker, I can. I know that he fits
Still playing nothing but big
..„Betty Field in "Happy Birth- the part to perfection and will be a
as
name recording bands Rickey's
Vegas
Engagement
day- e as a competent frumpish REAL Jimmy 1Valker.
A pair stops last night, first
NBC heroine in the Anita Loos
Pearl Bailey's pilling has been Lounge, 3849 Indiana ave., is feaa'
Chisom's Trail. 57 and Went.
VEGAS
LAS
—
(INS)
— Singshows at the Sands hotel in Las
When Grouch() Marx presents re- ment for Grouch()
play. but we can't help but wish improved in the Hope show, 'That turing a double star studded mu- er Nat
worth and later at Roberts lounge.
(King) Cole has signed
Vegas,
sical
attraction
calls
.
for
halfa
million 6622 South
had starred an actress with Certain Feeling' she has done a
peat program Thursday. July 3 The Marx show. always fun
Parkway afforded a
dollars to he paid to Cole for
The music of Little Walter wows what was called the largest
wonderful job, and deserves to
party of patrons a deal of fun.
(NBC-TV. 7 00 p.m ) former box: packed, presents the ex-champion more true glamor and vivacity.
single
contract
for
night
club
patrons
the
annual
Thursday
appearan
nitc
thru
ces
at
Sands
the
have
•
•
•
her name in larger type.
Over at Chisom's it was a case
ing king Joe Louis will appear in in one of the few funny toles he
Monday and nationally famous performances in the history of
in 1957. 1.95R and 1959.
has ever engaged in. Marx is fun- NBC-Radio's "Weekday" is beHollywood has started it's blues artist and recording star show business.
The contract was signed after of eating and drinking and later
a quiz role Cleveland pitcher Bob ny uith his chirps and Louis
is ing dropped and the network is 'FACE LIFTING' job, to bring the Muddy Waters and
The new contract, signed by
Cole's opening performance at dm ncing. There was plenty action
his Hoochie
Lemon also appears in this repeat; also funny as he wades through considering a giant nfternoon dechere. Then at Roberts there was
glamour hack to the movie capi- Koochie Boys are featured at the Jack Entratter, producer of
the Hotel-Casino
sbow, a sort of summer replace- the questions.
ide show with Dick Haymes.
music, entertainment and that
tol. The Boulevarde is being done club Tuesday and Wednesdays.
WHOOMMUMOUNNOMMUMMODUDOOMPOHNHOMMUNOW1010100=14140WHE
fine atmosphere.
HULL 1\ uull — •
i of .')td r'
a TV show t ABC) arrising I h i
week will spotlight several top
Sepia aces it has been announced.

The New Faces'
Hits In Album
1)1

CuiTnionies.

Groucho Marx Repeats
TV Offers Joe Louis
4

Radio And TV

Nat King Cole Signs
Muddy Waters Record Contract For
L

Lnisom's Trail
Roberts Socko

